In many contexts, automatic analyzers cannot fully disambiguate a sentence or an utterance reliably, but can produce ambiguous results containing the correct interpretation. It is useful to study vatious properties of these ambiguities in the view of subsequent total or partial interactive disambiguation. We have proposed a technique for labelling ambiguities in texts and in dialogue transcriptions, and experimented it on multilingual data. It has been first necessary to define formally the very notion of ambiguity relative to a representation system, as well as associated concepts such as ambiguity kernel, ambiguity scope, ambiguity occurrence. Keywords: interactive disambiguation, ambiguity labelling, ambiguity occurrence, ambiguity kernel Introduction We are interested in improving the quality of MT systems for monolinguals, where the input can be text or speech, no revision is possible, and the controlled language approach is not usable. In such contexts, the automatic analyzer cannot fully and reliably disambiguate a sentence or an utterance, and the best available heuristics don't select the correct results often enough. Complete or partial interactive disambiguation, foliowing a best possible automatic disambiguation, is an attractive way to raise quality and reliability. To develop good strategies for interactive disambiguation, it is useful to study vatious properties of the ambiguities unsolvable by state of the art analyzers. To conduct such studies, it is necessary to gather data, that is, to perform "ambiguity labelling" on texts and transcriptions of spoken dialogues. Our motivations and goals are explained in more detail in the first part. As the usual notion of ambiguity is too vague for our purpose, it is necessary to refine it. This is done in the second part, where we define formally the notion of ambiguity relative to a representation system, as well as associated concepts such as kernel, scope, occurrence and type of ambiguity. In the third part, we propose a format for ambiguity labelling, and illustrate it examples from a transcribed dialogue. This format is independent of the exact kind of output produced by any implemented analyzer, essentially because ambiguities are described with a view to generate human-oriented questions. We have experimented our technique on various kinds of dialogues and on some texts in several languages. In some cases, analysis results produced by automatic
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2-2 Hikari-dai, Seika-cho, Soraku-gun Kyoto 619-02, Japan tomokiyo@itl, atr. co. jp analyzers were available, in others not. It is interesting to compare the intuition of the human labeller with results actually produced: most of the time, differences may be attributed to the fact that available analyzers don't yet match our expectations for "state of the art" analyzers, because they produce spurious, "parasite" ambiguities, and don't yet implement all types of sure linguistic constraints.
Motivations and Goals
Interactive disambiguation technology must be developed in the context of research towards practical Interpreting Telecommunications systems as well as high-quality multitarget text translation systems. In the case of speech translation, this is because the state of the art is such that a black box approach to spoken language analysis (speech recognition plus linguistic parsing) is likely to give a correct output for no more than 50 to 60% of the utterances ("Viterbi consistency" [2] ) l, while users would presumably require an overall success rate of at least 90% to be able to use such systems at all. However, the same spoken language analyzers may be able to produce sets of outputs containing the correct analysis in about 90% of the cases ("structural consistency" [2] ) 2 . In the remaining cases, the system would be unable to analyze the input, or no output would be correct.
Further extralinguistic and sure disambiguation may be performed (1) by an expert system, if the task is constrained enough; (2) by the users (author or speakers), through interactive disambiguation; and (3) by a (human) expert translator or interpreter, accessible through the network. For example, an expert interpreter "monitoring" several bilingual conversations could solve some ambiguities from his workstation, either because the system decides to ask him first, or 1 According to a study by Cohen & Oviatt, the combined success rate (SR) is bigger than the product of the individual success rates by about 10% in the middle range. Taking $2 = SI*S1 + (1-S1)*A with A=20%, we get: SR of 1 component (S1) 40% 45% 50% 55% 60% SRofcombination(S2) 28% 31% 35% 39% 44% S1 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 100% $2 49% 55% 61% 68% 75% 83% 91% 100% 50~60% overall Viterbi constitency corresponds then to 65~75% individual success rate, which is optimistic. 2 According to the preceding table, this corresponds to a structural consistency of 95% for each component, which seems impossible to achieve by strictly automatic means in practical applications involving general users. because he sees it on his screen and steps in. In cases where users could not achieve satisfactory results by using (and helping) the system, the human expert would take charge of (part ot) the translation. We suppose an architecture flexible enough to allow the above three extralinguistic processes to be optional, and, in the case of interactive disambiguation, to allow users to control the amount of questions asked by the system. Hence, some ambiguities may remain after extralinguistic disambiguation. They should be solved by the system heuristically and "unsurely", by using preferences, scores or defaults. In that case, it is important that the questions asked from the users are the most crucial ones, so that failure of the last step to select the correct interpretation does not result in too damaging translation errors. The questions we want to study on "ambiguity labelled" dialogues and texts are Even if we want to label ambiguities independently of any specific analyzer, we must have in mind a certain class of possible representation systems for analysis results, and to be clear about what an "ambiguous representation" is and about what counts as an ambiguity, etc. What is an "ambiguous representation"? This question is not as trivial as it seems, because it is often not clear what we exactly mean by "the" representation of an utterance. In the case of a classical context-free grammar G, shall we say that a representation of U is any tree T associated to U via G, or that it is the set of all such trees? Usually, linguists say that U has several representations with reference to G.
But if we use f-structures with disjunctions, U will always have one (or zero!) associated structure S. Then, we would like to say that S is ambiguous if it contains at least one disjunction. Returning to G, we might then say that "the" representation of U is the disjunction of all trees T associated to U via G.
In practice, however, developers prefer to use hybrid data structures to represent utterances. Trees decorated with various types of structures are very popular. For speech and language processing, lattices bearing such trees are also used, which means at least 3 levels at which a representation may be ambiguous. Which class of representation systems do we consider in our labelling? First, they must be fine-grained enough to allow the intended operations. For instance, text-to-speech requires less detail than translation. On the other hand, it is counter-productive to make too many distinctions. For example, what is the use of defining a system of 1000 semantic features if no system and no lexicographers may assign them to terms in an efficient and reliable way? Second, there is a matter of taste and consensus: although different representation systems may be formally equivalent, researchers and developers have their preferences. Third, the representations should be amenable to efficient computer processing. Let us make this point more precise.
A "computable" representation system is a representation system for which a "reasonable" parser can be developed.
A "reasonable" parser is a parser such as:
• its size and time complexity are tractable over the class of intended utterances;
• assumptions about its ultimate capabilities, especially about its disambiguation capabilities, are realistic given the state of the art.
A representation will be said to be ambiguous if it is multiple or u nderspec~fied. In all known representation systems, it is possible to define "proper representations", extracted from the usual representations, and ambiguity-free. For example, if we represent "we read books" by the unique decorated dependency free:
there would be 2 proper representations, one with ( tense pres ) , and the other with ( tense past).
For defining the proper representations of a represem tation system, it is necessary to specify which disjunctions are exclusive, and which are inclusive.
A representation in a formal representation system is proper if it contains no exclusive disjunction. 
A representation R is ambiguous if it is multiple or~f ]
eper(R ) contains an underspecified P.
We distinguish three levels of granularity. a dialogue (resp. a text) can be segmented in at least two different ways into turns (resp. paragraphs), or a turn (rcsp. a paragraph) can be segmented in at least two different ways into utterances, or an utterance can be analyzed in at least two different ways, whereby the analysis is performed in view of translation into one or several As far as utteranceqevel ambiguities are concerned, let us stress again that we consider only those which should be produced by a state-of-the-art analyzer constrained by the task. For instance, "Please state your phone number" shoukl not be deemed ambiguous, as no complete analysis should allow "state" to be a noun, or "phone" to be a verb. That could be different in a context where "state" could be construed as a proper noun ("State"), for example in a dialogue involving the State Department. There is a fmther point. Consider the utterance: "File underlilmd fragment has an ambiguity ot' attachment, because it has two different "skeleton" 12] representations:
As a title, this sequence presents the same ambiguity. However, it is not enough to consider it in isolation. Take for example:
(2) The international telephone services many countries.
The ambiguity has disappeared! It is indeed frequent that an ambiguity relative to a fragment appears, disappears and reappears as one broadens its context. For example, in the ambiguity has reappeared. Hence, in order to define properly what an ambiguity is, we must consider the fragment within an utterance, and chuify the idea that the fragment is the smallest (within the utterance) where the ambiguity can be observed.
Although utterance-level ambiguities must be considered in tile context of whole utterances, a sequence like "international telephone services" is ambiguous in the same way in utterances (l) and (3) above. We call this an "ambiguity kernel", as opposed to "ambiguity occurrence", or "ambiguity" for short.
it also clear that another sequence, such as "important husiness addresses", presents the same sort of ambiguity, or "ambiguity type" in analogous contexts (here, "ambiguity of attachment", or "structural ambiguity"). Other types concern the acceptions (word senses), the functions (syntactic or semantic), etc. "Ambiguity patterns" are more specific kinds of ambiguity types, usable to trigger actions, such as tim production of disambiguating dialogues. We take it for granted that, for each considered representation system, we know how to define, R~r each fragment V of an utterance U having a proper representation P, tile part of P which represents V.
For example, given a context-free grammar and an associated tree structure P for U, the part of P representing a substring V of U is the smallest subtree Q containing all leaves corresponding to V. Q is not necessarily the whole subtree of P rooted at the root of Q. Conversely, for each part Q of P, we suppose that we know how to define the fragment V of U represented by Q.
Let P be a proper representation of U. Q is a minimal underspecifiedpart of P if it does not contain any strictly smaller underspecified part Q'.
-Let P be a proper representation of U and Q be a minimal underspecified part of P. The scope of the ambiguity of underspecification exhibited by Q is the fragment V represented by Q.
In the case of an anaphoric element, Q will presumably correspond to one word or term V. In the case of an indeterminacy of semantic relation (deep case), e.g. on some argument of a predicate, Q would correspond to a whole phrase V.
I
A fragment V presents an ambiguity of multiplicity n (n>2) in an utterance U if it has n different proper representations which are part of n or more proper representations of U.
V is an ambiguity scope of an ambiguity if it is minimal relative to that ambiguity. This means that any strictly smaller fragment W of U has strictly less than n associated sub-representations or, equivalently, that at least two of the representations of V are be ] equal with respect to W.
In example (1) is not minimal, because it and its two representations can be reduced to the subfragment "international telephone services" and its two representations (which are minimal).
This leads us to consider that, in syntactic trees, the representation of a fragment is not necessarily a "horizontally complete" subtree. In the case above, for example, we might have the configurations given in the figure below. In the first pair (constituent structures), "international telephone services" is represented by a complete subtree. In the second pair (dependency structures), the representing subtrees are not complete subtrees of the whole tree. In a data base, it suffices to store only the kernels, and references to the kernels from the utterances. The of A is the in which the differ, and type way Pi must be defined relative to each particular R.
If the representations are complex, the difference between two representations is defined recursively. For example, two decorated trees may differ in their geometry or not. If not, at least two corresponding nodes must differ in their decorations.
Further refinements can be made only with respect to the intended interpretation of the representations. For example, anaphoric references and syntactic functions may be coded by the same kind of attribute-value pairs, but are usually considered as different ambiguity types. When we define ambiguity types, the linguistic intuition should be the main factor to consider, because it is the basis for any disambiguation method. For example, syntactic dependencies may be coded geometrically in one representation system, and with features in another, but disambiguating questions should be the same. Finally, An ambiguity pattern is a schem~i wfth variables which can be instantiated to a (usually unbounded) set of ambiguity kernels.
Here is an ambiguity pattern of multiplicity 2 corresponding to the example above (constituent structures ) .
We don't elaborate, as ambiguity patterns are specific to particular representation systems and analyzers, so that they should not appear in our labelling.
Principles of Ambiguity Labelling
For lack of space, we cannot give here the contextfree grammar which defines our labelling formally, and illustrate the underlying principles by way of examples from a dialogue transcription taken from [1 ] .
The labelling begins by listing the text or the transcription of the dialogue, thereby indicating segmentation problems with the mark " [ I ? ". Bracketed numbers are optional and correspond to the turns or paragraphs as presented in the original.
LABELLED DIALOGUE: "EMMI l Oa" [1] A: Good morning conference office I1?
how can I help you [2] AA:
[ah] yes good morning could you tell me please how to get from Kyoto station to your conference center [8] may also create a discontinuous turn ([7, 9] here).
In the case of utterances, the same remarks apply. However, discontinuities should not appear. There are often less possible utterances than all possible combinations. Take the example given in I1.3 above: only the ambiguity kernels not already labelled. The end of the scope of each ambiguity occurrence is indicated in the text by a bracketed number which identifies its ambiguity kernel. Each ambiguity kernel begins with its header. Then come its obligatory labels (scope, then status, importance, and type, in any order), and its other labels. For example, the kernel header "ambiguity ~I10a-2 ' -5.1 " identifies kernel #2' in dialogue EMMI 10a, noted here EMMI10a. "5.1" is the coding of [11] .
The status (expert_system, interpreter, user) expresses the kind of supplementary knowledge needed to reliably solve the considered ambiguity. If "expert_system" is given, and if a disambiguation strategy decides to solve this ambiguity interactively, it may ask: the expert system, if any; the interpreter, if any; or the user (speaker). If "interpreter" is given, it means that an expert system of the generic task at hand could not be expected to solve the ambiguity.
The importance (crucial, important, not-important, negligible) expresses the impact of solving the ambiguity in the context of the intended task. Then comes the ambiguity type (structure, comm_act, class, meaning, target language, reference, address, situation, mode) and its value(s). The linguists may define more types and complete the list of values if necessary.
Other labels are optional. Their list will be completed in the future as more ambiguity labelling is performed. As for now, they comprise the disambiguation scope (how far does the solution of the ambiguity kernel carry over in the subsequent utterances), and the multimodality (what kind of cues could be used to help solve the ambiguity in a multimodal setting).
For lack of space, we can present only a few of the interesting examples from the same dialogue.
[4] AA:
yes I am to(5) attend thi [uh] Second International Symposium {on} Interpreting Telecommunications (ambiguity EMMIlOa-5-3.1.2 ( (scope "am to") (status user) (type Japanese ("tal$'/aZdta:~" "~_ & I~_f~: ~-~7~ .... I~t ~YYcS")) (importance important))) (10) like(11) the best way to me (ambiguity EMMI10a-10-3.1.1 ( (scope "sounds") (status interpreter) (type cat (verb noun)) (importance crucial) (multimodal (prosody pause))) (ambiguity EMMIlOa-11-3.1.1 ( (scope "like") (status interpreter) (type cat (verb preposition)) (importance crucial) (multimodal (prosody pause)))
Here is an example of communication-act ambiguity, which is crucial for translating into Japanese.
[11] A: OK, [ah] you wanna go by subway and you're at the station right now(12). (ambiguity EMMI10a-12-5.1 ( (scope "you wanna go by subway and you're at the station right now") (status expert-system) (type CA (yn-question inform)) (importance crucial) (multimodal prosody)))
Conclusion
Although many studies on ambiguities have been published, the specific goal of studying ambiguities in the context of interactive disambiguation in text and speech translation has led us to explore new ground and to propose the concept of "ambiguity labelling". About 80 pages of dialogues gathered at ATR have been labelled: monolingual dialogues in Japanese and English, and bilingual WOZ dialogues [ 10] . Attempts have also been made on French texts and dialogues, and on monolingual telephone dialogues for which analysis results produced by automatic analyzers were available. Part of these collected ambiguities have been used for experiments on interactive disambiguation.
